Course Project
Milestone #3: Interface mockups
ISDS 554, Prof. Robin Burke
Due: 10/2

Objective
Create mockups of each type of page the system will present.

Activity
- Review the scenarios and compile a list of all of the pages that would be required to implement them.
- Prioritize the scenarios from most important to least, and prioritize the pages from most important functions (such as requesting tutoring) to least important (for example, viewing the site’s privacy policy).
- Create mock-ups in HTML showing what should be presented at each stage of the scenario. Concentrate on the content of highest priority pages; lower priority ones can be glossed – “privacy policy here” – but important ones, such as account information should not be.
- Link each mock-up sequence together and create an index page pointing to the first page of each. Link the index page to your project page on your staging site.

Submission
Turn in hard copies of all pages organized by scenario.

Notes
- It is not necessary to have all visual layout determined. Placeholders for navigation bars, logos and graphical elements are perfectly OK. Use tables or scaled single gifs to reserve space for graphical elements.
- It is not necessary that these pages be elegantly designed. This is not the time to worry about fonts and colors. The crucial characteristic is that they have the right content and appear in the proper order.
- Where form input is required, create the form with sample content, and place a link to the next page in the scenario sequence. Don’t attempt to handle the form request and produce the next page programmatically.
- You may find it useful to draw the mock-ups on paper first, perhaps as a group exercise, before attempting to create HTML versions. If you are more comfortable with an HTML editor other than InterDev, use it. There is no ASP programming to be done for this milestone.
- Scenarios will contain overlapping pages: login screens, account information, etc. The mock-ups should be consistent: User X’s account information should have the same appearance as User Y’s but with the appropriate differences in content.